
 

This is likely what you’re starting with, perhaps you’re just buying these reinforcements to make sure 
this DOESN’T happen?  For me, these plates were the only way I could save my ramps since there are no 
reproductions.  If your ramps aren’t cracked yet, I’m pretty sure these plates will ensure this doesn’t 
happen since the stress of the ball hitting the wall should all be absorbed by the plate.  We will be 
starting with the right side ramp. 



 

You’ll want to start by removing the walls by drilling out the rivets, 1/8” seems to work well but just be 
careful as you drill.  You don’t want to use a lot of force and pop the drill through the other side, just 
work it slowly. 



 

Once you have the wall released, if you have replacement plastics now would be a good time to remove 
the brackets from the wall to transfer them over.  If you intend on re-using them, skip this step. 



 

I would transfer just one bracket over to ensure you have the polarity correct, then you can remove the 
other 2 and transfer them.  I’m using flathead 4-40 screws and locknuts since I hate rivets (and I want to 
be able to service them easily).  If you want to rivet them, that’s up to you. 



Before you install the walls back on, now would be a good time to give the ramp a good cleaning, and 
flame polish them.  Be careful flame polishing as usual, especially these since there are no replacement 
ramps that I know of.  If you burn a hole in them, you will likely cry out in frustration. 



 

Nice and shiny after a little careful flaming. 



 

Now that the ramp is clean, time to re-install the 2 walls. 



 

Note that I included 3 mounting holes (B) in case you want to trim back your plastic and recreate a new 
platform out of fresh PETG.  I simply trimmed mine straight for the time being, I sort of like the bare 
metal showing.  If you need a template for creating this let me know and I can help with this. 



 

This is how your right ramp should look.  Keep in mind I’ve trimmed back these flathead screws so they 
are flush, these are all I had on hand at the time. 



 

For the left side, you’ll want to go ahead and thread screws (4-40) into the plate where the wall was to 
align it in place. 



 

Now that it’s where it needs to be, go ahead and mark the other 3 hole locations with a sharpie.  You 
really only probably need 2 screws, but I put in 3 just in case.  I would use a 3/32 drill to make the holes, 
you probably want to remove the plate before you do this to ensure you don’t cut any of the aluminum 
away. 



 

This is how it should look when you’re done.  I decided to heat my wall up and bend it before installation 
which made flat walls.  If you want a nice curve, I would just let the screws bend the plastic for you. 



 

The 4-40 flathead screws I used were ¼” length.  They will slightly extend past the plate.  It’s important 
you either use a shorter screw, or simply cut the one screw flush that is next to the ball hole, as this will 
block the ball from ejecting. 

 

If you have any questions, feel free to contact me on pinside (toyotaboy) 

  


